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Dear.Councillors and Public Hearing, 

We are a young manied with two kids and we have been following the Grandview-Woodland Zoning proposal 
for a few months; we believe that the decision to zoning behind shopping nodes some of the street that in the 
past were quieter street; now they are offering a great opp01tunity to get townhouses with secondary suites. 

It is a great opportunity to our family would have offered us the countless chance to move to a vibrant, less 
expensive and wonderful neighbour pali of Vancouver City, close to Schools, Parks, Community Centers, bike 
routes, shopping and transit connections that takes you to the City and Sky Train. 

Building townhouses behind shopping nodes and transit connections with secondary suites that we could rent 
out or have when our parents join us, will help us to provide our children to grow in a better family 
environment. It also would have provided the opportunity to promote a cleaner and healthier environment using 
less a car promoting the use of a bike or walking and it also would have provided less mortgages expenses. 

However, now the City is looking at re-designating these prope1ties to regular townhomes with no option to 
have that secondary suite and potentially making the places more expensive and out of reach for many ofus, 
even with high paying jobs. 

This change will make us move forther away from Vancouver City, and as a consequence we will have to rely 
on our cars for day to day tasks, such as taking the kids to school, parks or extra-cunicular activities such as 
swimming, piano or soccer lessons, and for.us to go to work or shopping and as consequence we will have a 
more polluted and less healthier environment impacting the development of our children and the whole society. 

Please reconsider changing the designation of the houses on 2400 block of Charles and Kitchener Street. 

Sincerely, 

Palafox Family 
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